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Abstrac t . It is shown that the phenomena of radio eclipsing can be 
explained by the linear mechanism of transformation of the transverse 
electromagnetic wave, propagating in the pulsar wind, into the plasma 
waves in the region of interaction of wind with a companion star atmo
sphere. The coefficient of the passing n depends on the wave frequency 
u by the exponential manner 77 = exp{—const • w - 1 } . The estimated 
scale for the pulsar wind and star 's atmosphere density gradients are of 
the order of 100 meters. Such gradient can be obtained in the bow shock 
forming when the pulsar wind enters into the companion star atmosphere. 
Annihilation of the part of the wind's positrons with the s tar 's electrons 
produces the electric current. This current generates the magnetic field 
from which the pulsar wind's particles are reflected. The magnitude of 
the magnetic field in this shock of about several Gauss. 

1. Introduct ion 

The problem of the eclipsing of radio signal is that the density of the plasma in 
the eclipsing region is too small to explain this phenomena by any linear effect. 
But the nonlinear processes in the plasma of pulsar wind and the plasma of the 
companion star atmosphere ( Thompson et al. 1994 ), which are proportional 
to the powers of the small nonlinear parameter, are less probable then the linear 
ones. 

In this paper we discuss the linear process of transformation of transverse 
radio wave, frozen to the pulsar wind plasma, to the longitudinal wave in the 
region of interaction of the pulsar wind with the star atmosphere. We have 
the relativistic wind, consisting of the electrons and positrons, ejecting from the 
radio pulsar. The density of the electrons and positrons in the wind is nw , the 
average value of it 's Lorentz factor is 7, the electron density of the plasma of 
atmosphere is ne. In some region we have a mixture of the wind plasma and the 
star 's plasma. The refractive index of the plasma waves n^t ~ 1 — u>w/u>y3/2 is 
very close to that for the electromagnetic waves nt ~ 1— LJV

2 /2LO2 — u>ul
2/2ui2y. In 

the region of interaction of the pulsar wind with the companion star atmosphere 
the plasma frequency of the wind uw = (8Tvnwe2/me)

1^2 is the falling function 
of the coordinate x along the line of the observation, on the other hand the 
plasma frequency of the s tar 's corona LOV = (47rrepe2/me)1 '2 is growing function 
of x . Thus, there is the situation when the terms nt, niit are crossing at some 
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point. Near this point the electromagnetic wave energy transforms partially to 
the energy of plasma waves, damping in the atmosphere. 

2. W a v e transformation and s tructure of the shock 

We have inhomogeneous plasma of the companion star atmosphere, described 
by the dielectric cons tan t s = l — Se, be = U2/OJ2, through which the pulsar wind 
moves. The equation for the refractive index bn = kc/to — 1 of electromagnetic 
waves in such matter is ( Istomin & Luk'yanov 1990) 

bn^ bn T6n - —- = 0, llw = -T-. (1) 
2 -)l 2jz uizy 

Using the Laplace transformation method we find the expression for the coeffi
cient of passing 77 

J/ = exp{-^H,(l+£)}. (2) 

Introducing the frequency of the eclipsing u>eci, which means that the eclipsing 
exists at u < ueci, the scale of the plasma inhomogeneity I ~ lp ~ lw can be 
estimated from the condition r\ ~ 1, I ~ ujec[c/irijjp

2. For J2051-0827 ueci ~ 
2irGHz, U2

V/UJ2 ~ 4 • 1 0 - 4 ( Stappers et al. 1996 ) the value of I ~ 100m. 

In the region where the pulsar wind interacts with the atmosphere of the 
companion star the bow shock appears. It is clear that the observed eclipsing 
takes place on the periphery of the shock far from it 's forehead. We describe 
the structure of the shock considering that the wind's particles are stopped by 
the magnetic field, generating on the front. The reason of the magnetic field 
excitation is the annihilation of the pulsar wind's positrons in the plasma of 
the star 's atmosphere. Although the depth with respect to annihilation ra ~ 
<Janeleci is small ra ~ 1 0 - 7 , it is enough to create the significant electric current 
j because of the flux of the electrons in the pulsar wind is huge j w = enwc ~ 
200 • y~1ampere/m2, and the annihilation of the small part the positrons gives 
the noticeable current j ~ jwTa. 

On the periphery we can consider the shock as a plane with the width of H. 
The value of H is much shorter than the scales in the transverse directions leci. 
The solution for the shock gives the estimation H ~ 102 • y2cm. The value of 
H is just the scale of the plasma inhomogeniety in the transition region /. The 
described model of the shock does not contradict the eclipsing da ta if we suggest 
the mean Lorentz factor 7 of the pulsar wind in the vicinity of the companion star 
as 10. This value is in agreement with the pulsar wind models. The magnitude 
of the magnetic field on the shock front is of B ~ 0.2 • 7 Gauss ~ 2 Gauss. 
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